An outdoor living space should be an oasis—an escape from the grind of the real world made simple by walking into your backyard. Shouldn’t the material you use for your masterpiece make a statement?

Indiana Limestone is proud to introduce Urban Hardscapes Products, a versatile and beautiful landscaping line designed with your future in mind. Urban Hardscapes will add a touch of reverent beauty to any landscaping dream you have. Cool to the touch and extremely versatile, Urban Hardscapes can be used for a vast array of outdoor projects.
Indiana Limestone fits YOUR Style

Bridging traditional and contemporary styles, Urban Hardscape products are crafted in our mills in Southern Indiana and serve a broad spectrum of applications.

Need something custom? The Indiana Limestone Company has a broad list of partner fabricators that can meet your needs.

APPLICATIONS

Look for these icons to help you understand where to best use Urban Hardscape products in your next landscape project.

- Vanderbilt thin veneer with treads.
- Treads and Vanderbilt thin veneer columns.
PAVERS

Urban Hardscapes pavers offer the same striking surface textures Indiana Limestone products are known for in paving stones for patios, walkways, and pool decks. They are available in mixed-size pallets for smaller projects, as well as standard single paver-size pallets. Our high quality limestone pavers are carefully crafted with a smooth, desirable texture, featuring 11 standard sizes in 1-½” and 2” thicknesses.

APPLICATIONS

Walkways
Pools
Patios

Standard pavers.
PAVER PATTERNS

CHOOSING A PATTERN

Indiana Limestone Pavers can be installed in a multitude of different patterns and combinations. Keep it simple by selecting a pre-configured pattern from Urban Hardscapes or design your own. Examples of patterns that can be made with our new, three-size pallets are shown below. For more information, patterns, and inspiration, please visit www.IndianaLimestoneCompany.com.

PATTERNS

Modesto  Highpoint  Chesapeake

Highpoint paver pattern.
Highpoint paver pattern.

24” x 24” Standard size pavers.

To order or for Dealer information, call 800.457.4026 or visit IndianaLimestoneCompany.com
Highpoint paver pattern, 3” and 6” garden wall in ashlar pattern, sills used as wall caps. Estate Veneer Series Berkshire cladding on home.
Modesto paver pattern.

To order or for Dealer information, call 800.457.4026 or visit IndianaLimestoneCompany.com
24” x 24” Standard size pavers.
GARDEN STEPPERS

Garden Steppers lend a sense of weight and permanence by creating step elements from single pieces of Indiana Limestone. Our steppers add an inviting touch to any landscaping area.

APPLICATIONS

Steps  Patios

Garden stepper: Split front, back, and ends with sawn top and bottom.

Garden steppers with Highpoint paver pattern.

To order or for Dealer information, call 800.457.4026 or visit IndianaLimestoneCompany.com
GARDEN WALLS

Urban Hardscape Garden Walls by Indiana Limestone Company can add depth to any space. A dry-stacked, non-retaining product, it is perfect for shallow floral beds and landscaping elements. Available in 3” and 6” heights, it is cut on-site to achieve a broad variety of looks. Use the 6” height in a bonded pattern for a more massive, monolithic look. Use 3” height in longer lengths for a more contemporary look.

Dry stack designs should only be used in limited and non-retaining applications. Walls, excluding caps, should not exceed 2 feet in a single width. Larger heights can be designed if multiple interlocking widths of product are used. If using caps on a single depth wall, it is recommended to use mortar to set the cap for stability. Designs should be completed or reviewed by a landscape professional or mason prior to construction.

APPLICATIONS

Walls  Patios  Mailboxes

3” and 6” ashlar pattern for a more dynamic look.

6” height in a bonded pattern for a more massive, monolithic look.

3” height in longer lengths for a more contemporary look.

To order or for Dealer information, call 800.457.4026 or visit IndianaLimestoneCompany.com
PIER CAPS

Pier Caps are the perfect finish for your wall projects. Available in a wide range of thicknesses with smooth or pitched edges, our pier caps fit whatever you have in mind. They are available in 2-1/4” and 3” thicknesses and 8 standard sizes.

APPLICATIONS

Columns  Walls  Mailboxes

Square edge pier cap.  Rock face pier cap.

To order or for Dealer information, call 800.457.4026 or visit IndianaLimestoneCompany.com
WALL CAPS

Wall Caps are the ideal choice for a unique accent piece for your garden or retaining wall that will stand the test of time. Urban Hardscape Wall Caps provide a strong finishing touch to any of your brick or stone wall designs. Architecturally versatile, they are available in 2-1/4” and 3” thicknesses. You can also choose between a smooth or rock face finish to match the style you desire.

APPLICATIONS

Columns  Walls  Mailboxes

Rock face wall cap.

Rock face wall cap.

Sill used as a smooth edge wall cap.

To order or for Dealer information, call 800.457.4026 or visit IndianaLimestoneCompany.com
BOULDERS

Urban Hardscape boulders add a strong accent to any landscape design. Often used to delineate spatial elements, accent landscape elements, and in water features, Indiana Limestone boulders offer an opportunity for material continuity in accents, as well as designed elements.

Indiana Limestone boulders are natural stone from our quarries, and vary as a natural material. While images are representative we cannot guarantee that boulders feature weathering, moss elements, quarry drill marks, etc.

APPLICATIONS

- Patios
- Walkways
- Fire Pits

Large sized boulder.

Varied boulder sizes available for large or small scale design elements.

To order or for Dealer information, call 800.457.4026 or visit IndianaLimestoneCompany.com
CUSTOM FABRICATION

Our comprehensive portfolio of finished goods can meet your complete project requirements in many cases. When it does not, we can refer you to a custom fabrication partner or help your preferred stone fabricator understand how easy it is to work with Indiana Limestone. Contact our sales staff for a project review and consultation.
Outdoor grill and fireplace constructed with Berkshire veneer in a bonded pattern.

To order or for Dealer information, call 800.457.4026 or visit IndianaLimestoneCompany.com
Permanence and beauty combined.

Our Estate Veneer Series offers legendary durability and timeless accents for your next home or landscape project. Our veneer styles include Berkshire, Rockford, and Vanderbilt, each offering distinct character and charm to your project.
Berkshire is a solid, genuine natural Indiana Limestone split faced veneer. The variation of height courses creates a classic and pleasing random definition for both commercial and fine residential structures.

Create a contemporary look with a bonded pattern.  
Ashlar pattern shown in four course heights.
Rockford Estate Blend is a beautiful veneer of lightly tumbled genuine Indiana Limestone with a full range of natural color and sizes that will accentuate the dynamics of each individual application and architectural style.

Available in Thin and Full Bed Veneer

Random sized stones pattern.

Consider mixing the split and tumbled look of Rockford to contrast smoother building materials.
**Vanderbilt Classic** is a solid, genuine natural Indiana Limestone sawn veneer. The strong, clean look of real limestone is ideal for commercial and fine residential structures.

Mix the smooth and clean look of Vanderbilt with other building materials.

Vanderbilt veneer shown in running bond pattern to accent lower windows.